a way of life for
Einojuhani Rautavaara
Einojuhani Rautavaara is the epitome of Finnish
classical music and probably second only to Sibelius
as the Finnish composer whose works are most often
performed abroad. At 85, he nowadays still composes
for a few hours a day.
The 1970s were a trying time in Rautavaara’s private life. A new, more
tranquil period began when he married again in the mid-1980s. It was then
that he discovered the mode of expression that has continued right up to
the present.
“While I was composing my ﬁfth symphony, it occurred to me that a
symphony is more than just some kind of scheme or mould. It is a way of
thinking, one in which there is no rush to create musical drama. There’s no
hurry to get things done quickly to make way for the next ones. I wanted to
compose long continua I could settle down in.”

Snowball effect

E

inojuhani Rautavaara wrote his ﬁrst compositions while still at
school, sitting at the piano and experimenting with chords until
he learnt to induce a state reminiscent of trance. His career got
oﬀ to a brisk start when, in 1954, his A Requiem in Our Time
won a composition competition in the United States. It was performed now
and then on the radio, and heard by Jean Sibelius, who had by then sunk
into silence at Ainola. For his 90th birthday in 1955, a US foundation gave
Sibelius a grant named after conductor-composer Sergei Koussevitzky,
to be awarded to a young composer.
“It was an unusual birthday present, and the gratifying verdict fell on
me,” Rautavaara still recalls in amazement. “The trip to the United States
was to signify a decisive change in my development. I went and thanked
Sibelius for the grant, and on my return, for the chance of spending nearly two years at the Juilliard School of Music and the Tanglewood Music
Center.”

Breakthrough work
Rautavaara’s career as a professional composer began after the years spent
in the United States. His breakthrough came when the University of Oulu
commissioned him to compose something for its degree ceremony in 1972.
The result was a work that has since become a classic: the Cantus arcticus
concerto for birds and orchestra . The cries of the birds are taped.
Rautavaara was not immediately aware he had struck gold. Not until the
concerto was recorded did it begin to be played by foreign radio stations,
and enquiries soon poured in from all over the world. The Cantus arcticus
is still by far the most often-performed orchestral work by him: over the
past ten years it has been played 25–57 times a year at concerts across the
world, and that does not include broadcasts on the radio.
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From then onwards, things began to happen. The scores of Rautavaara’s
ﬁve symphonies were published in the late 1980s and the Ondine record
company released them on two discs. A booklet and sampler disc of orchestral music by him was produced by his publisher. Under gentle pressure from Ondine, the seventh symphony of 1994 was renamed Angel of
Light . This all set a snowball eﬀect in motion. All over the world, people
eagerly began to await new orchestral works, concertos and operas by Einojuhani Rautavaara; they got wide press coverage and went out on hundreds
of radio stations. Rautavaara had become a symbol of international success
in contemporary music.
Though no precise public statistics are available, Einojuhani Rautavaara
is, with his 216 works, probably second only to Sibelius as the Finnish
composer whose works are most often performed. He still spends a few
hours a day composing. “I can’t manage more, but composing is a way of life
for me. I’ll go on doing it, I hope, until the end.”
Pekka Hako
This article is a shortened version of that published in Teostory.

Rautavaara quotes
A young person must collect traumas. They are engines, sources of
energy.
An artist should have a charismatic relationship with the audience.
The worst thing he can do is to express and interpret himself.
If you’re very profoundly and thoroughly bohemian, you don’t really
have time to make art. This is my experience, because being bohemian is awfully time-consuming. It’s a job in itself.
A young composer must learn everything – and not obey anything
but the will of the work in progress.
Nothing in the world goes on forever. That is what’s so terriﬁc.
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Composing

Mirjam Tally and Jonas Valfridsson

in the limelight
Mirjam Tally and Jonas Valfridsson are two new interesting
composer proﬁles on the Swedish contemporary music scene.

Could you describe your music shortly?
Mirjam Tally (MT): The most important element in my music is no doubt colour. I often
think visually, and associate tones with colours.
I also try to broaden my palette with diﬀerent
kinds of noise sound. Stylistically, I have been
inﬂuenced by both minimalism and modernism,
and mix elements of the two in my music.
Jonas Valfridsson (JV): What I strive for in my
music is above all beauty, which for me is something ﬂeeting and elusive. This is probably why
my music is often distinguished by the mystical
and fragile. Throughout the years I have developed a rather characteristic sound, a lyrical treatment of quite modern sonorities.
Where do you ﬁnd your inspiration?
MT: I often take long walks or go for bike rides.
On the island of Gotland, where I live, there are
good opportunities and beautiful natural scenery
for that. I am also an amateur photographer, and
look for the same thing in my musical creativity as
when I take pictures: colour, light and space.
JV: For me it comes quite randomly and unexpectedly. Suddenly one thought collides with
another and everything seems clear, the music is
just there. It is vital for me to have the discipline
to go on composing even when I am not inspired.
Inspiration is a bonus, but it is not always there.
Jonas, your works often have lengthy and poetic titles. Do you derive inspiration from them?
JV: No, the title often comes later on during
my work on the piece. For me it is actually not
that important, but for the listener it can be absolutely decisive for how he or she approaches
the work, for what is to be anticipated. For this
reason I often try to give the work a title that
stimulates the imagination and sticks out a bit.
You both made major breakthroughs with
your ﬁrst works for symphony orchestra.
MT: Indeed, my work Turbulence
was performed both at the ISCM World New Music
Days and at the Venice Biennale in 2008. It was
also awarded the Little Christ Johnson Prize.

It is probably the work in which I have gone
the farthest with my musical experimenting.
I worked more with sound qualities than with
pitches. Various kinds of factory and machine
sounds were important sources of inspiration.
There is also an electric guitar here that puts its
characteristic stamp on the work.
JV: When I began writing In Killing Fields Sweet
Butterﬂy Ascend
the orchestral medium was
new to me, and I learned novelties at such a fast
pace that I had to revise and re-orchestrate a
number of times. In the end it turned out to be a
highly concentrated and poetical work, three short
movements that ﬂutter transitorily by. It won third
prize in the 2007 Toru Takemitsu Composition
Award. The reception in Tokyo was a powerful
experience. The title was charged with meaning
for the seniors in the audience, since it alluded
to the War. When it was announced that I “only”
came in third a murmur of disappointment went
through the auditorium; I’ll never forget that.
Three years later I won the Uppsala Composition Competition with The Only Thing That You
Keep Changing Is Your Name.
Mirjam, your violin concerto Birds and Shadows was performed by John Storgårds and the
Lapland Chamber Orchestra during the Nordic Music Days in Helsinki this October. Can
you tell us something about this work?
MT: It’s a lyrical work with a melody in the centre that ties everything together. Around this I
have built a landscape with whisperings, noise
and rhythmical elements. Over and above their
playing, the musicians in the orchestra also get
to participate in the whispering.
On 27 October the Jönköping Sinfonietta
gave the ﬁrst performance of A Fragmented
Memory; My Overgrown Little Tree House.
Jonas, what was it like to compose for the orchestra of your old home town?
JV: I tried to pack this piece with experiences of
a more personal nature. I’m not usually so private in my works, but here memories from my
childhood and places I have visited oﬀer some

sort of ambient sound, hence the title. It became
my version of nature romanticism, an angle of
approach that has earlier been entirely alien to
me, but it contributed to a renewal and ended up
a very ﬁne work.
What are you working on at the moment?
JV: My ﬁrst priority is a work for string orchestra
commissioned by the Stockholm New Chamber
Orchestra (SNYKO). Then there are a number
of other projects in progress concurrently; but it
is this score that is lying on my desk just now.
MT: I have just ﬁnished a work, Vortex, for
Tallinn Chamber Orchestra, which is to be
premiered during the Estonian Music Days in
April, 2014. It starts out with very vigorous and
rhythmical passages, which are a little unusual
for me. Then I have begun sketches on a work
for ﬂute, electro acoustics and chamber orchestra
for Monika Mattiesen and the Danish Athelas
Sinfonietta for early March of next year.
What else is coming up during 2014?
MT: The NorrlandsOpera Symphony Orchestra
is going to premiere two works of mine in the
beginning of next year. Lament is a companion
piece to Beethoven’s Ninth, in which I have used
the recitative in the cello part from the beginning of movement IV. I repeat it in my work to
such an extent that it almost becomes a kind of
mantra, and mix in my typical elements: clusters, bisbigliandos, overtone glissandi etc. Then
I have also written a 50-minute work, Light and
Darkness for choir and orchestra, to poems by
the Sami poet Paulus Utsi.
JV: My new orchestral work, A Sudden Recollection: Le Jardin des Plantes, will receive its premiere performance by the Norrköping Symphony Orchestra on 27 February; I’m excited about
this. It will be a kind of distillate of my last two
orchestral works, and a sort of balance sheet of
the material I have worked with over an extended period.
Kristina Fryklöf
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